New UL-Standards for Wind Turbines

TRAYCONTROL X
With TC-ER and WTTC – Ready for UL 6141/UL 6142
UL 6141/UL 6142: NEW STANDARDS FAVOUR UL-LISTED CABLES

Our TRAYCONTROL cable series and extensive portfolio of UL Listed products ensure that your systems comply with safety standards regulating the North American market.

UL 6141 and UL 6142 are the first American safety standards developed specifically for wind turbines. They supplement IEC 61400, which is the international standard for wind turbines issued by the International Electrical Commission (IEC). The new Underwriters Laboratories (UL) standards aim to simplify the process of receiving final approval for wind turbines through local Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) inspectors. UL 6141, issued in May 2016, applies to large wind turbines that can or may be entered by operators or service technicians for operation or maintenance (Standard for Wind Turbines Permitting Entry of Personnel).

UL 6141 stipulates that all accessible cables need to be installed in cable ducts or have to be approved for exposed run. Tray cables that are oil and flame resistant and designed to be used as exposed run cables (TC-ER, tray cable exposed run), are especially relevant for applications where installations in cable ducts are impractical or impossible, e.g. in the cable loop.
TRAYCONTROL X
XLPE insulated, flexible, oil resistant, open installation, WTTC, TC-ER, PLTC-ER, ITC-ER, NFPA 79 Edition 2012, 105°C, torsion application designed

Technical data
- XLPE-insulated, tray-rated control cable acc. to UL Std. 1277 and UL Std. 2277
- Temperature range
  UL/CSA TC -40°C to +105°C
- Nominal voltage
  600 V
- Test voltage
  3000 V
- Minimum bending radius
  10x cable Ø
- Insulation resistance
  min. 20 MOhm x km

Cable structure
- Bare copper conductor, fine wire with AWG dimensions
- Specially blended XLPE core insulation
- Core identification to DIN VDE 0293 black cores with continuous white numbering
  - GN-YE core, 3 cores and above in the outer layer
  - Cores stranded in layers with optimal lay length
  - Separator
  - Outer sheath of special PVC
  - Sheath colour - black (RAL 9005)
  - With length marking in feet

Properties
- Self-extinguishing and flame retardant according to CSA FT4
- The materials used during manufacturing are cadmium-free, contain no silicone and are free from substances harmful to the wetting properties of lacquers
- UV-resistant
- Direct burial rated

Tests
- UL:
  - TC-ER (AWG 18 & larger), ITC-ER, PLTC-ER (AWG 12 and smaller), Type WTTC (AWG 18 & larger), Type XHHW-2 (AWG 14 & larger) 13, 44, 1202, 1277, 1581, 2277, 2250, AWM 2586 - 105°C 600V, NFPA 79 2012, Oil Res I/II, 90°C dry / wet, Class 1 Div. 2 per NEC Art. 336, 392, 501
- CSA:
  - c(UL) CIC-TC FT4 (AWG 18 & larger)
  - CSA AWM I/II A/B FT4

Application
USA NFPA 79 edition 2012 conformant flexible control power cable with cross-linked (thermoset) polyethylene (XLPE) insulation. XLPE insulation is ideal for applications that require long cable runs due to its low capacitance. A higher current load rating is possible due to the conductor temperature resistance of 90°C. Rated for up to 600 V (WTTC 1000 V), these tray cables are suitable for all machinery in tool and plant construction, and can be installed in dry, humid and damp environments, in the open and in pipes. For underground installation and for open, unprotected installation from the cable rack to machines and industrial plants. They are approved for use in 1kV wind turbine cable tray applications and designed for torsion applications.

CE Product conforms with EC Low-Voltage Directive 2014/35/EU.
Dimensions and specifications may be changed without prior notice. (RN01)

Other TRAYCONTROL Cables

FLEXIBLE CONTROL CABLES

TRAYCONTROL 500 & TRAYCONTROL 500-C
Flexible, extremely oil-resistant control cables for open installation (ER), UL: TC-ER, PLTC-ER, ITC-ER, MTW, DP-1, WRTC 1000V, OIL RES I & II, CSA: CIC-TF4, AWG I/1/A/B FT4

TRAYCONTROL 600 & TRAYCONTROL 600-C
Flexible, oil-resistant TRAY CABLE for open installation (ER) UL: TC-ER, PLTC-ER, ITC-ER, MTW, DP-1, WRTC 1000V, OIL RES I & II, CSA: CIC-TF4, AWG I/1/A/B FT4

TRAYCONTROL 610 OIL RES II, WRTC (2277), FT4
Highly-flexible, extremely oil-resistant control cables for open installation (ER) UL: TC-ER, PLTC-ER, ITC-ER, MTW, WRTC 1000V, OIL RES I & II, CSA: CIC-TF4, AWG I/1/A/B FT4

DATA CABLES

TRAYCONTROL 300 & TRAYCONTROL 300-C
Flexible, extremely oil-resistant data and control cables for open installation (ER)* UL: PLTC-ER, ITC-ER, CM, OIL RES I & II; CSA: CIC-TF4, CMG

TRAYCONTROL 300 TP & TRAYCONTROL 300-C TP
Flexible, extremely oil-resistant data and control cables for open installation (ER)* UL: PLTC-ER, ITC-ER, CM, OIL RES I & II; CSA: CIC-TF4, CMG
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